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Olivenza is an LL5 chondrite, which has not previously been subjected 
to fission track analysis. This is largely due to the fact that having 
undergone a shock event, the disolocations in the phosphate crystals, noted 
by Ashworth and Barber (11, render the grains extremely fragile. The 
tendency is for the etching and subsequent cleaning process to cause 
disintegration of the crystals. By careful control of the etch time, and 
elimination of ultrasonic washing, however, a high proportion of good 
quality crystals can be retained. 

As has been noted in many chondrites (e.g. Fuchs (2)), phosphate 
crystals of suitable size for track work are rare, and inhomogeneously 
distributed. Work to date has yielded approximately 30 phosphate crystals 
from about 1 gm of the meteorite, most of these being contained in grains 
of diameters 53-106 pm. Although the majority of these are whitlockites, 
a substantial number of chlorapatite crystals has also been found. 

Following etching for 15-20 sec in 24% HN03, total track densities 
could be measured. Exposure to a known fluence of neutrons resulting in 
an induced track density assessed by means of external mica detectors, gave 
indication of uranium contents. Application of equations due to Fleischer 
et al. (3), then enabled track densities due to extinct plutonium and to - 
uranium to be determined, and hence To, the time of cooling from gas 
retention to track retention, and T, the fission track age, could be 
calculated. In our initial work we have used the "whole rock" value of 
(Cpu/CU), (Cpu and CU being the respective concentrations of plutonium and 
uranium), determined by Podosek (4) at the time the St. Severin chondrite 
began to retain Xenon (taken as 4.58 by ago). To is therefore the interval 
between this time and the time that fission tracks were first retained, 
assuming the "whole rock" ratio to be valid. 

Although only a small number of phosphate grains have as yet been fully 
analysed, typical track densities are as follows: whitlockite (2.35 f 0.13) 
x lo7 ~ m - ~ ;  chlorapatite (1.016 2 0.043) x lo7 ~ m - ~ .  

Whitlockite track densities are, therefore, substantially higher than 
those in the apatite, despite the fact that uranium contents are conversely 
higher in the apatite. This clearly indicates a fractionation of 
plutonium relative to uranium, resulting in higher initial concentrations of 
plutonium in whitlockite. 

Using the same "whole rock" value for (Cpu/CU!, for both whitlockite and 
apatite, (i.e. assuming no fractionation of plutonium relative to uranium), 
produces the following anomalous results: 

chlorapatite: P / P  = 0.9 ? 0.1; To = 0.590 ('0.027) by; Pu u 
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whitlockite: ppU/pu = 6.5 0.7; To = 0.332 ('0.026) by; 

T = 4.25 (50.03) by. 

The whitlockite values thus obtained compare well with those obtained 
by other workers for chondrites of comparable class, (e.g. Cantelaube et al. 
(5) for St. Severin, ppU/pU = 6 ? 1.2; To = 385 my). and pU being 

(Opu2 3 su the track densities due to spontaneous fission of 2 4 4 ~ ~  and 
respectively). The relatively low initial concentrations of plutonium in 
apatite previously surmised, would seem to be supported by this evidence. 

The enrichment of plutonium in whitlockite relative to apatite has 
been previously noted by Kirsten et al. (6), who defined a fractionation - 
factor, a, where 

They found values for a of 44 (Guarena - H6); 32.8 (Estecado - H6) and 
"lower" values for L chondritec. Examination of calculated cooling times, 
To, for Olivenza assuming no fractionation shows that these differ by 
approximately three half-lzes of 4 4 ~ ~  between the two minerals. This 
indicates a fractionation factor of the order of 8. 

When our analysis of the Olivenza phosphates is complete, we hope 
to publish a more precise value for this fractionation factor, and also 
compare factors obtained with other chondrites in which whitlockite and 
chlorapatite are enriched in uranium and plutonium. 
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